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The wealth of knowledge accumulated during the 17th IRF World
Meeting & Exhibition in Riyadh was the driving force behind our
decision to launch the IRF Examiner as a freely available resource for
the industry. With this tenth issue, the International Road Federation
confirms its role as a leading provider of applied knowledge in areas
of vital importance for the global community of road professionals.
As the road sector delivers increasingly sophisticated solutions addressing our
societies new mobility needs, the availability of global knowledge resources such
as those provided by IRF is now more important than ever. I invite you to make
full use of these resources and the associated training programs delivered by IRF.

H.E. Eng. Abdullah A. Al-Mogbel
IRF Chairman

R

oads are the world’s first “social network”. They are fundamental
building blocks for human and economic development whose impacts
transcend national borders. The benefits of investments in roads
have shown how transformative an infrastructure they can be for a
wide range of beneficiary communities. At the International Road
Federation, we have tried to capture these connections with a simple slogan “Better
Roads. Better World”. Since we were established 1948, our primary purpose has
been to transfer the latest technologies and knowledge from those who have it to
those who need it, and in doing so, promote an agenda of shared prosperity that
flows from accessible, affordable and sustainable road networks. The IRF Examiner
is an essential vehicle to this ambitious agenda.

C. Patrick Sankey
IRF President & CEO
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ABSTRACT
The development and implementation of new roads often presents challenges. Roads can cause flooding and water
logging, while concentrated runoff from drains and culverts cause considerable erosion. These negative effects are often
associated with the practice in road engineering to evacuate water away from the roadway quickly, rather than making
use of the water for beneficial purposes.
This negative characteristic can be reversed and roads can be used as instruments for water harvesting. This can
generate substantial positive impact especially as water becomes more in demand. While the investment in roads in
many countries exceeds that of any other infrastructure investment, there is an opportunity to improve the productive
environment and increase the climate resilience of the population in the vicinity of the road.
This paper presents an assessment of the effects of concentrated runoff from roads on the surrounding environment. It
also explores water harvesting from roads.
INTRODUCTION
With $7-10 Billion USD invested annually in roads in Sub
Saharan Africa and 70,000 km of new road constructed
a year, roads have a major impact on water management
and on the immediate environment (Kubbinga 2010).
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The development of roads often has indirect negative
consequences. Roads cause flooding and water logging,
whereas the more concentrated runoff from drains and
culverts causes erosion and sedimentation. These negative
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impacts are often related with the practice in road
engineering to evacuate water away from the roadway
rather than making use of the storm water.

Figure 1: Location map of the Freweign-Hawzien-Abreha
Weatsbeha route, Tigray, Northern Ethiopia.

These negative characteristics can be turned around and
roads can be used as instruments for water harvesting.
This can generate substantial positive impacts especially
as water becomes scarcer. With the investment in roads in
many countries exceeding that of any other programmes,
there is a large opportunity to improve the productive
environment and increase the climate resilience of the
population in the vicinity of the road.
Road water harvesting can also contribute to road
longevity. In many cases in Ethiopia problematic drainage
causes construction delays and water is the cause of 35% of
the road damage. Yet proper drainage on unpaved feeder
roads is not only the essence of preventing damage but
also creates the opportunities to divert water to adjacent
farmland or storage reservoirs. Another example is that
culverts and river crossings often trigger the development
of gullies because they concentrate runoff. Given time
these gullies will undermine the road. Here again the foe
can be turned into a friend by utilizing the water that exits
from the culverts.
Road development changes the surface and subsurface
hydrology; roads massively change runoff patterns
and can collect water from their own surfaces and this
phenomenon should be put into beneficial use (GarcíaLandarte et al. 2014).
THE NEGAVIE IMPACT FROM ROAD DEVELOPMENT
This section discusses research on road impacts undertaken
along the route Freweign-Hawzien-Abreha WeatsbehaWukro in Tigray, Northern Ethiopia from 2013 to 2015.
This road section of 64 km in length crosses three woredas
(districts): Saesie Tsaeda Emba (woreda center is Freweign
town), Hawzien woreda (woreda center is Hawzien town),
and Klite Awlaelo woreda (woreda center is Wukro town)
(Figure 1). The surveyed routes include both feeder roads
and asphalt: Freweign-Megab route is asphalt, and MegabAbreha Weatsbeha-Wukro route is all weather gravel road.

As mentioned, if water from roads is not handled properly,
the result is erosion, flooding, and sedimentation due to
the disturbance of natural drainage systems. Such was
the case along the Freweign-Hawzien-AbrehaWeatsbehaWukro road. A detailed assessment was done of: locations
of culverts, Irish bridges, and bridges as well as areas
affected by gully erosion, water logging and flooding. In
addition sites where efforts have been made to implement
different soil and water conservation measures along a 5
km radius from the main route. The survey was carried
out in 2013.
The survey result revealed that a number of problems,
which include: erosion, sedimentation, water logging
and damage on dwelling houses and on water harvesting
systems (groundwater wells and ponds). In the 64 km of
roads there were 159 problem locations - close to 3 per
km. The damage undermined the climate resilience of the
roadside communities.
Effects on gully erosion: From a total of 118 culverts
found along the road, gully erosion was recorded
downstream at 68 locations. Gullies have a severe effect
on agricultural activities; they reduce the water tables,
affecting the availability of soil moisture and hence
agricultural production. Once deepened, gullies decrease
the accessibility of the land and can cause damage to all
infrastructure (Frankl et al. 2012), including the road
bodies that caused the gullying in the first place.
Effects on siltation/sedimentation: Sedimentation
problems were recorded at 15 of the culverts and at five
roadside locations. The sediments have affected the
road drainage systems and water harvesting structures
like ponds and shallow groundwater wells. As a result,
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farmlands have been affected due to flooding and excessive
accumulation of sediment forcing farmers to plough
and saw up to three times. In some cases, however, the
accumulation of sediments has become an opportunity
for sand mining; providing an extra source of income
for some households. This could even be optimized by
systematic reversal of the slopes of side drains.
Effects on waterlogging: At 37 locations along the road
alignment water logging were documented. Waterlogged
areas include farmlands, grazing lands, and water
harvesting schemes (like shallow groundwater wells).
The causes for waterlogging observed during the field
survey were due to one or a combination of the following:
inlet level of the culvert being higher than the upstream
ground level, outlet level of the culvert being lower than
the downstream ground level, reduction in pipe diameter
due to sedimentation problems, and absence of drainage
and/or improper locations of drainage systems.

water from a culvert channeled into a properly design
pond. The storage of rainwater can provide an extra
source of water for irrigation, helping to improve the food
security in the area.
Channeling water from bridges, culverts and roadsides
into series of deep trenches: In seven locations along the
route, water from culverts and roadside drainages was
channeled into deep trenches (Figure 2a). Deep trenches
are often used to control runoff and enhance groundwater
recharge processes. Measurement of the in-situ moisture
of the soils around the trenches shows an increase in
moisture content of the soil (up to over 100%) as compared
to the previous year of the same season (Figure 2b).
Figure 2a: Water from a culvert is channeled into deep
trenches in Megab area, Tigray, Ethiopia. Hand-dug well
downstream of these trenches is used for monitoring.

Effects on flooding: In 34 locations, water from culverts
and roadside drains had caused flooding of farmlands,
ponds, and shallow hand dug wells. The flooding caused
damage to dwelling houses, silting of ponds and shallow
groundwater wells. In one event in 2013 46 houses were
destroyed. In the most flood prone land the uncontrolled
flooding of farm land forced farmers to replant their land
up to two or three times.
THE POSITIVE IMPACT OF ROAD WATER
HARVESTING
Until 2014 there was no systematic approach for road
water harvesting in Tigray, as elsewhere in Ethiopia.
There were sporadic practices implemented as part of
the soil and water conservation efforts. Since 2014 efforts
were made to introduce road water harvesting in a more
systematic manner. Main practices of water harvesting
from roads implemented in the study area thus far were
financed by the government (particularly the Tigray
Bureau of Agriculture and Rural Development) and
implemented during the mass mobilization campaign of
June and July 2014 when farmers provide labor days for
watershed moisture improvement. The main technologies
and approaches implemented were: use of ponds to collect
drainage, channeling water into trenches, use of borrow
pits (for surface water storage and groundwater recharge),
channeling water to farm lands, shallow groundwater
development upstream of Irish bridges and fords, and
reuse of borrow pits.
Use of ponds/pits to harvest water from roads: Since
2010, ponds have been constructed to collect water from
any source including roadside drainages. Along the study
route, five ponds have been constructed for surface water
storage and groundwater recharge. It is common to have
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Figure 2b: In-situ moisture distribution in soils before and
after the construction of deep trenches at downstream of
culverts in Megab area, Tigray, Ethiopia. Construction of the
deep trench was done on June 2014. Monitoring was done for
the period September through November for 2013 and 2014.
(W1= Week one; W2=Week two; W3=Week three; W4=Week
four).
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Channelling water from culverts and roadsides into
farmlands: Diverting runoff to farms (Figure 3a) is one of
the technologies implemented in Tigray. The purpose is to
enhance availability of water for crop production. In-situ
soil moisture measurement results (Figure 3b) show that
as compared to previous year of the same season, the soil
moisture of the soil has improved by up to 100%.

to the construction of the check dam, the shallow well
which used to have no yield in the dry season before the
intervention has become very productive even in the dry
season (Figure 4b).
Figure 4a: Channeling water from a culvert into a check-dam is
enhancing groundwater in Selekleka area, Tigray, Ethiopia.

Figure 3a: Diverting roadside runoff into farmlands as part of
moisture conservation in Kiken area (along Mekelle-Wukro
road), Tigray, Ethiopia.

Figure 3b: In-situ moisture distribution in soils (before and
after the construction of structures that divert runoff from
culverts into farmlands along the Mekelle-Wukro road (Kihen),
Tigray, Ethiopia. Construction of the diversion structures was
done on May-June 2014. Monitoring was done for the period
September-October for both years (2013 and 2014). (W1= Week
one; W2=Week two; W3=Week three; W4=Week four).

Channelling water from bridges, culverts, and roadsides
into check dams: Though check dam construction is a
common water harvesting and gully treatment technique
in Tigray, linking water from roads with check dams is
a new development. With the purpose of storing water
from culvert, bridges and roadsides and for the purpose
of enhancing groundwater recharge check dams are
constructed in many parts of Tigray (Figure 4a). Results
of the groundwater level measurement shows that due

Figure 4b Groundwater fluctuation in Selekleka area, Tigray,
Ethiopia downstream of a check dam, which was constructed
January through May of 2014. The check dam is designed to
store water from a box culvert. New groundwater is created
at downstream of the box culvert and the construction of the
check dam has enhanced groundwater level in the area.

Shallow groundwater development upstream of Irish
bridges: Along the Freweign-Hawzien-Abreha WeatsbehaWukro route, four Irish bridges and fords were identified.
These structures can have multiple functions. The first
obvious one is to allow road traffic to cross the dry
riverbed. The fords can double up as a sand dam trapping
coarse sediment and creating small local aquifers (Neal
2012).
Conversions of borrow pits to water storage and recharge
structures: Freweign catchment runoff was concentrated
in a large cross drainage structure with three culverts.
This new structure created a constant threat of flooding.
To resolve this problem it was proposed to channel the
runoff through a 3 km long canal to the river through
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a considerable land acquisition. A more cost effective
solution was used when a 250 meter long canal was
excavated to a 5000 m^3 borrow pit converted to a storage
and recharge pond. This has resulted in an increase in
groundwater level at downstream of the pond, in addition
to its effect in controlling flooding of downstream areas.
CONCLUSION REDEFINING CLIMATE RESILIENCE
FROM ROADS
The potential for water harvesting from roads and in
particular roadbed catchments in Tigray and other
parts of Africa is high. Roadway development is one of
the major public investments and significantly alters the
hydrology. If not managed properly water from roads
causes problems to the surrounding areas and to the roads
themselves. Through the proper integration of roadside
development with water harvesting, the negative effects of
water from roads could be turned into a positive situation.
In Ethiopia and other parts of Africa there is shortage of
water during dry seasons and water harvesting remains
one of the most important considerations for enhancing
agricultural productivity. For example the 64 km road
that was investigated passes almost through the water
divide in Tigray: about 1.34 million m^3 of surface water
could be harvested without major investment. At the same
time water related road maintenance costs can be reduced,
which now stand at 35%, a figure that may be higher if
road water related landslides are included.
In the 2014 campaign, adjustments were made whereby
without any modification of the road, a large number of
water harvesting structures were implemented. There is a
need to go one level up and to consider road designs that
optimize both transport functions as well as the beneficial
use that roads can have on water management. They’re
a number of recommendations so as to integrate road
development with water harvesting:
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• When planning road development in a certain
catchment it is important to look at options on how
water from a road can be harvested for economic
benefit of local communities.
• The location, alignment and size of drainage systems
and in some cases the entire alignment of the road
should be designed with the objective of harvesting
water.
• There is large scope to optimize the designs of road
bodies: cross drainage, road subsurface, fords,
systematic capture of roadside springs. Borrow pits
development for instance is one of the major activities
in road construction. It is advisable that the location
and size of the borrow pit to be developed is identified
and water is funnelled.
• Water harvesting from roads could be implemented
effectively if road development in a certain catchment
is considered as part of the development plan.
• Water harvesting from roads involves multiple
stakeholders. For water harvesting from roads to
be implemented effectively there should be strong
cooperation shared responsibilities for stakeholders.
There is a need to include communities in the design
and implementation process.
We believe that the above, to make the roads themselves
more climate resilient, is a partly misguided approach. It
makes more sense to develop roads so as to optimize their
hydrological potential for water harvesting. This will very
positively contribute to water security in view of climate
change and improve the resilience of those living close
to the roads. It will turn the negative impact on climate
resilience of roadside communities into a positive and
contribute to productive growth. At the same time rather
than increasing costs, it will importantly reduce the cost
of road maintenance
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ABSTRACT
This paper will explain Value Engineering (VE) methodology and how it can be implemented in highway design
and construction. It will show the VE methodology, VE Job Plan, Life Cycle Costing and how VE can be used as a
problem solving technique. It will identify some of the reported best practices, key strengths and challenges of current
VE programs in the region inside and outside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It will report a guide to those agencies
interested in applying VE and/or improving the effectiveness of VE in their projects and products. Policies, applications,
implementation and future needs will be discussed. A brief VE history will be presented to trace the development
of VE applications in transportation projects. This paper will address data collected by selected municipalities and
transportation agencies in the Middle East and North America. Highway design objectives can be translated into
functions for improvement.
VALUE ENGINEERING CONCEPT
General Description
Many techniques are used to reduce cost, but most of
them are not function oriented. This is the reason why VE
differs from other cost reduction activities. It involves a
searching analysis of the function of a product as opposed
merely to seeking lower costs in methods and processes
to produce the same item. Many known cost cutting
techniques are used in value engineering. Organization of
these techniques in a manner, which permits systematic
application to function, represents in part the newness of
value engineering worldwide. Differences of opinion both
on philosophy and application exist with the definition
of value engineering. This divergence stems in part from
an attempt to distinguish between value engineering and
other cost-reduction techniques and disciplines, e.g., work
simplification and the carious approaches of industrial
engineering.

DEFINITIONS
Value Engineering - The systematic use of techniques,
which identify the required functions of an item, establish
values for those functions, and provide the functions at
the lowest overall cost (1).

Recognizing that cost avoidance or first look techniques
are seldom completely effective, a second look approach
using value engineering can often produce significant
savings.

Value: The measurement of how well an item fulfills its
function, considering both performance and cost. The
particular types of value, which are important in VE are
use value, esteem value, cost value, and exchange value.

A managed, purposeful, orderly methodology for
increasing the return of an investment on specific targets
of opportunity - with no loss in required performance (2).
A systematic and creative effort, directed toward analyzing
each contract item or task to ensure that its essential
function is provided at the lowest overall cost (3).
One of the major diagnoses for any function is the value
index. The value index equation is:

Value = Cost/Worth

Function: The characteristic of an item, which meets the
need or want of the user.
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Basic function The feature or characteristic which is the
primary reason for the existence of an item, from the
user’s point of view; the purpose or performance feature
which must be attained if an item is to work or perform.
Secondary Function A feature, which support the basic
function. It may make the item sell better or work better
because of improved appearance or convenience of use; any
characteristic which is present in an item but which is not
essential to the user for the desired application of the item,
and does not contribute directly to the accomplishment of
a basic function.
Worth is the lowest cost to perform the function of that
item or component (4)
The proper balance between cost and worth leads to the
maximum value.
VALUE ENGINEERING IN HIGHWAY DESIGN
In Saudi Arabia, we are proud of our modern highways.
To maintain this level of quality we need to improve our
standards of highway design. One way to do that is to apply
the VE process to our highway designs and construction.
The goal of a VE study is to achieve design and construction
excellence. It aims to improve quality, reduce construction
time, make the project easier to construct, insure safe
operations, and assure environmental impact. All these
with the lowest overall cost. The VE team is looking
for the optimum blend of scheduling, performance,
constructability,
maintainability,
environmental
awareness, safety and cost consciousness. (5)
The VE process is not meant to criticize designs or
insinuate that the regular highway design process is not
providing acceptable designs. This is not the case. The
designs being prepared today are good designs, they can
be built, and they will function as intended. Highway
designers do not deliberately design poor value into a
project; yet, it happens.
This section illustrates many of the reasons that poor
quality finds its way into our highway designs.
Lack of information
• Failure to get sufficient facts
• Lack of knowledge or misunderstanding of the full
requirements of the original project plan
• Decisions based on educated guesses
Wrong beliefs
• Erroneous interpretations or conclusions of the facts
• Unfortunate experiences with past applications of
materials, etc.
• Bias against proven technology

Habitual thinking
• Doing things the same way we’ve always done them.
• Tendency to re-use what worked the last time
• Copying standards of other agencies
• Lack of attention to the current state of the art
Risk of personal loss
• Anything done over and over again minimizes risk
through trial and error
• Risk associated with trying something that you have
not tried before
• Decisions based on “nearly related” data, rather than
the actual case
Reluctance to ask for advice
• Designers are often very reluctant to seek advice from
others in their field
• Failure to admit that they might not know all the
answers
Time pressures
• Need to provide a project design as quickly as humanly
possible, sometimes even quicker
• Pressure becomes so great that anything with a
reasonable chance of working is designed into the
project
• Acceptance of the first workable solution in order to
complete the design on time
• No time to sit and contemplate
• No time to sit and think up alternative approaches
Negative attitudes
• Some people are reluctant to consider a change of any
type regardless of its merit
• Most designers feel they always provide the best, the
first time, regardless of how much time they spend
developing the design
Rapidly changing technology
• Rapid strides taking place in the development of
processes, products, and materials
• Technology is constantly changing
• No one person can be expected to be completely
current in any field
Strict adherence to requirements
• Requirements are often unrelated to required
performance, materials, safety or procedures
• Assumed requirement when not specifically specified
• Concentration on the development of a reliable system
which exceeds all known and assumed requirements
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• Each unnecessary requirement which is met in a
design costs money, but worse still, increases the
chance of failure of the overall system
Poor human relations
• Poor communications
• Misunderstandings
• Jealousy
• Normal friction between human beings
The VE review process overcomes these concerns because
it uses a team of individuals representing different
disciplines who do not have a vested interest in the project.
Value Engineering reviews are successful because they use
multi-disciplined teams to break down a project into its
basic functions and then use creativity to find different
ways to perform these functions.

The major purpose of this phase is to gather the
various background materials, documentation and
other relevant information.
A particularly important part of this phase is function
analysis i.e., the process of identifying and describing
the functions of an item in a general enough way that
some functions can be eliminated, other functions
can be combined, and the remaining functions can
be satisfied with an alternative design which is less
expensive to make or use than the original design.
Speculative Phase

This phase involves proposing of alternative ways of
providing the required functions of the item analyzed
in the preceding phase.
Its purpose is to find ways of providing the required
functions at lower cost. By contrast, conventional
The following steps are used in every VE study:
cost reduction is item oriented, because it is directed
• Identify the major elements of a project
towards producing essentially the same item at lower
• Analyze the functions these project elements perform
cost.
• Brainstorming to develop several design alternatives
to perform those functions
• Evaluate the alternatives to insure they do not degrade
the project
• Assign costs (including life-cycle cost) to each of the
most promising alternatives
• Develop the promising alternatives into acceptable
recommendations
Value Engineering teams should provide management
with as many recommendations as practicable. The
recommendations should then be evaluated by staff offices
whose specialty areas are impacted by the proposed
recommendation. Management must then decide, based
on all available information, whether or not to approve the
recommendation (6).
JOB PLAN FOR VALUE ENGINEERING

VE consists of four major phases:
Information Phase

This phase involves defining the value problem to
be solved, then evaluating the feasibility of making a
value study at all. This feasibility evaluation is a type
of cost/benefit or cost/work analysis whose purpose is
to determine whether the cost savings or other types
of value improvements will be worth the expenditure
of money, time and other resources necessary to
accomplish them. It should consider not only the
costs of making the value engineering study but also
the costs of implementing the changes proposed by
the value engineering study.
IRF Examiner

Analytical phase

The purpose of this phase is to make cost comparisons
and other comparisons of the various alternative
approaches for the attainment of the essential
functions of the item.
The lowest cost method of providing the required
functions is tentatively selected and verified. This
verification consists of an analysis to assure that the
tentatively selected method will provide the required
functions and will also lead to a net reduction in
overall cost without degradation of any other essential
characteristics of the item.
Proposal Phase

This phase involves the preparation of a plan to
describe the value improvement problem and its
recommended solution.
The proposal should be prepared form the point of view
of the management people who must review, evaluate
and authorize funding for the recommendations
resulting from the value engineering study. This
involves the compilation of relevant data with
appropriate justification for its use. Human relations
must be given particular attention during this phase
in order to minimize the possibility of constructive
suggestions being interpreted as criticism. Also,
participants and contributors to the study should
be given credit for various parts of the study and its
recommendations.
In some cases the proposal phase will involve
the implementation and/or the follow-up on the
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implementation. Experience has shown that this
is particularly important in order to avoid nothing
being done to implement the proposal or to avoid
the proposal and its recommendations being
misinterpreted, with resultant higher costs and
decreased benefits. Basic value engineering techniques
are well suited to help in preparing the necessary plans
and schedules and to assist in follow-up control of the
actual implementation of the proposal according to
these plans and schedules.

other documentation. Sometimes the VE team must
investigate further for other information necessary to
adequately complete the investigation phase.
Applying Pareto’s Law of Distribution is helpful when
beginning to look for potential savings. Pareto’s Law
states that 80% of a project’s cost will be in 20% of
the work. Preparing a project cost model will begin to
identify targets of opportunity.
Identifying the functions the project and its elements
perform is the next step in the investigation phase.
Some criteria to select projects for VE study:
Function denotes the specific accomplishment to be
achieved by an element or combination of elements in
• High cost and/or high priority projects
• Lower priority projects, that fail to meet the the overall design.
For example, the function of a bridge is to ‘cross
transportation agency’s budgetary cut-off
• Complex projects with multiple stages or complicated/ obstacle’. The VE study team should not care whether
that obstacle is a ditch, river, creek, railroad, another
costly traffic control
highway or a building. The bridge’s basic function is
• Projects with environmental or geotechnical
to provide a means to cross that obstacle. If it does
requirements
not accomplish that function, we wouldn’t buy it,
• Projects that substantially exceed their initial
therefore the cross an obstacle function is considered
estimates
to be basic. The study team should be as nonspecific as
• Projects that have encountered scope creep
possible when describing functions to leave as many
• Projects involving multiple stakeholders
options open as possible to perform the generalized
• Projects that involve the use of other quality and cost problem or function that the project presents.
review techniques (Road Safety Audits)
The goals of the team by the end of the investigation
• Route planning studies
phase are to:
Investigation: The Investigation Phase is where the
study team first becomes involved. The team determines
what they know about the project from readily available
information and what they must know in order to really
define and/or solve the problem. It is in this phase of the
VE study that the elements that have the greatest potential
for value improvement are identified.

The Investigation Phase immediately brings the three
fundamental concepts of VE (function, cost, and
worth) to bear on the problem. It is these concepts
that make the VE process different from all other
management and cost control techniques. This phase
requires the team to ask and answer the following
basic questions:

• Identify the project’s high cost elements
• Conduct a functional analysis of these elements
• Assess their cost / worth relationships
Creative: The creative phase is where the power and the
benefits of the VE technique are manifested. The team
applies brainstorming techniques to develop viable
alternatives to the way the project is currently designed.
Brainstorming forces people to be creative.

The value study team applies creativity to the
functional statements selected from the previously
conducted cost/worth estimates. The team uses the
generic format of the function to speculate on all
possible solutions to the problem presented in that
functional statement.
• What is it?
The VE study team uses brainstorming to generate a
• What does it do? (What is the function?)
large list of potential solutions to the problem, which
• What must it do? (Is its function basic?)
prepares the team to enter the next phase when they
• What is it worth?
are charged with paring down a list to a manageable
• What does it cost?
few ideas through the feasibility analysis.
Most of the information required in this phase is Evaluation:
During listed. Each advantage and
readily available. The length of the project, its cost the evaluation phase disadvantage is described
estimate, traffic projections, design speeds and the
advantages
and in general terms. The
the major elements designed into the project can disadvantages of each team can perform a
be easily identified from a review of the plans and remaining alternative are weighted matrix analysis
Volume 12, Winter 2017
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to determine which alternative is best based upon the The VE Report serves as a step by step record of the
relative importance of each of the desirable criteria, which work accomplished during the preceding phases. The
must be addressed. If the disadvantages are found to far report provides documentation to support the team’s
outweigh the advantages of any alternative the alternative recommendations, tracks the team’s deliberations
is dropped from further consideration.
and considerations and aids in implementation of
Conducting this analysis satisfies the VE objective recommendations.
to achieve the best blend of performance, cost, and Close Out/Implementation: No recommendation for cost
schedule. Perfection is not the objective of the VE savings can achieve savings until it has been implemented.
study team.
Although it may not be practicable to implement every
Development: Once the team selects the best alternatives
they are fully developed through sketches, cost estimates,
validation of test data and other technical work to determine
if any assumptions made during the study are valid. The
development phase is the final step before presenting the
team’s recommendations to the agency’s management.
The study team formulates an implementation plan,
which describes the process that the agency must follow to
implement any recommendations.

recommendation proposed the project decision makers
must take the appropriate action to ensure that a fair and
serious consideration of the proposed recommendations
occurs. A key activity of the Implementation Phase is the
information sharing within the transportation agency as
the recommendations are implemented and the associated
savings are realized on projects. Not only does this activity
promote the benefits associated with conducting the VE
studies it will provide benefit to future transportation
Presentation: The final product of a VE study is the formal projects.
report and the presentation of the team’s recommendations. The final phase of the job plan also involves determining
The VE team presents their findings to the project decision the actual amount of savings generated by the VE
makers and strives to convince them that their ideas should analysis based on the amount of recommendations
be implemented.

implemented in the construction project and
This formal presentation should be brief but thorough evaluating the outcome the recommendation achieved
with sufficient time allocated for discussion and in the project (6).
responding to questions. The study team should
exercise care when presenting estimated cost savings VALUE ENGINEERING IN CONSTRUCTION
or increased costs associated with recommendations. The early implementation of VE (during design) the
Overstating or double counting savings should be best result can be achieved, however, that does not
avoided. For VE studies taking a longer time to complete mean that after design is completed VE cannot be
it is beneficial for the study team to provide progress implemented.
updates to the appropriate project management staff.
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Note: Early VE - greatest Savings Potential
Later VE - lesser savings Potential
One of the best methods to implement VE during
construction is to use the Value Engineering Incentive
Clause (VEIC).
This clause states that the contractor (after awarding
the contract) can make a Value Engineering study for
the project, after the client’s approval for the results,
he can share the savings with the owner. In some
countries it is 50% -50%.
This kind of practice encourages contractors to
implement VE during construction.
The Value Engineering results published by the
Federal Highway Administration for the FY 2011 is
enclosed as Annexure ‘I’.

VALUE ENGINEERING RESULTS
Federal Highway Administration
FY2011 Value Engineering Accomplishment Report

Legend:
Return On Investment = Value of Approved
Recommendations/Total Cost of VE Studies
% of Costs Saved = Value of Approved
Recommendations/Estimated Costs of Projects
Studied
Total Savings Achieved = Value of Approved
Recommendations + Value of Approved VE Change
Proposals
All costs are shown in millions of dollars
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State

VE Study Data Number of
VE Studies

VE Recommendation Data

VE Change Proposal
Data

Total

InHouse

Consultant

Total

Cost
of VE
Studies

Estimated
Costs of
Projects
Studied

Number
of VE
Recommendations

Value of
VE Recommendations

Number of
Approved
Recommendations

Value of
Approved
Recommendations

Recommendation
Acceptance
Rate

Return
On
Investment

% of
Project
Costs
Saved

Number
of Approved
VE
Change
Proposals

Value of
Approved
VE
Change
Proposals

Total
Savings
Achieved

Alabama

3

7

10

$0.27

$451.24

55

$84.76

14

$4.17

25%

15

0.90%

3

$0.04

$4.21

Alaska

0

8

8

$0.59

$409.43

173

$143.85

57

$18.15

Arizona

0

5

5

$0.16

$433.00

62

$32.00

29

$9.80

33%

31

4.40%

2

$1.50

$19.65

47%

61

2.30%

4

$0.10

Arkansas

7

0

7

$0.05

$309.10

23

$34.23

2

$9.90

$0.43

9%

9

0.10%

0

$0.00

$0.43

California

0

59

59

$2.71

$4,783.59

329

$424.50

Colorado

2

2

4

$0.12

$358.53

33

$4.50

161

$192.31

49%

71

4.00%

40

$4.48

$196.79

20

$2.74

61%

23

0.80%

3

$0.15

Connecticut

2

3

5

$0.19

$172.25

50

$2.89

$71.18

11

$2.62

22%

14

1.50%

1

$0.20

$2.82

Delaware

1

0

1

$0.00

$26.20

3

$0.32

3

$0.32

100%

92

1.20%

0

$0.00

$0.32

District of
Columbia

0

0

0

$0.00

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

N/A

0

0.00%

0

$0.00

$0.00

Florida

8

13

21

Georgia

1

26

27

$1.00

$4,400.00

90

$338.00

54

$142.00

60%

142

3.20%

15

$4.72

$146.72

$0.86

$752.68

257

$182.25

135

$47.17

53%

55

6.30%

0

$0.00

$47.17

Hawaii

1

0

Idaho

0

0

1

$0.01

$40.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

N/A

0

0.00%

0

$0.00

$0.00

0

$0.00

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

N/A

0

0.00%

0

$0.00

Illinois

5

$0.00

11

16

$0.53

$608.85

95

$29.79

43

$9.09

45%

17

1.50%

1

$0.03

Indiana

$9.12

2

1

3

$0.04

$471.40

30

$74.45

19

$47.00

63%

1,116

10.00%

12

$2.95

$49.95

Iowa

1

0

1

$0.00

$400.30

6

$12.11

3

$10.51

50%

2,841

2.60%

8

$1.63

$12.14

Kansas

0

1

1

$0.03

$22.92

5

$3.59

1

$2.20

20%

84

9.60%

1

$0.13

$2.32

Kentucky

2

5

7

$0.30

$475.00

71

$242.51

42

$68.00

59%

227

14.30%

4

$1.11

$69.10

Louisiana

1

4

5

$0.03

$354.34

64

$30.59

30

$8.42

47%

285

2.40%

1

$0.80

$9.22

Maine

1

0

1

$0.01

$35.00

10

$0.00

7

$0.00

70%

0

0.00%

3

$0.09

$0.09

Maryland

0

4

4

$0.30

$218.00

57

$52.78

7

$0.71

12%

2

0.30%

1

$0.15

$0.86

Massachusetts

0

4

4

$0.38

$686.71

30

$30.57

15

$11.71

50%

30

1.70%

0

$0.00

$11.71

Michigan

5

5

10

$0.34

$850.00

72

$81.74

22

$3.95

31%

12

0.50%

12

$1.11

$5.06

Minnesota

0

11

11

$0.61

$913.60

123

$58.49

76

$30.94

62%

51

3.40%

6

$0.42

$31.36

Mississippi

2

10

12

$0.56

$652.00

101

$133.50

30

$19.43

30%

35

3.00%

0

$0.00

$19.43

Missouri

4

0

4

$0.02

$82.50

20

$9.50

5

$5.20

25%

289

6.30%

79

$3.43

$8.63

Montana

3

0

3

$0.08

$51.00

12

$4.68

7

$2.75

58%

37

5.40%

1

$0.04

$2.79

Nebraska

1

1

2

$0.04

$36.80

5

$2.17

0

$0.00

0%

0

0.00%

1

$0.01

$0.01

Nevada

4

0

4

$0.03

$194.00

18

$30.00

5

$1.30

28%

52

0.70%

2

$0.41

$1.71

New
Hampshire

1

0

1

$0.02

$90.00

33

$0.00

33

$0.00

100%

0

0.00%

0

$0.00

$0.00

New
Jersey

8

0

8

$0.15

$325.37

28

$48.80

15

$10.85

54%

72

3.30%

6

$0.97

$11.82

New
Mexico

0

0

0

$0.00

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

N/A

0

0.00%

0

$0.00

$0.00

New York

0

9

9

$0.88

$391.00

274

$156.00

45

$18.60

16%

21

4.80%

6

$1.03

$19.63

North
Carolina

26

2

28

$0.34

$2,521.63

241

$328.65

80

$200.88

33%

591

8.00%

2

$0.25

$201.13

North
Dakota

3

0

3

$0.01

$407.00

15

$0.00

5

$0.00

33%

0

0.00%

6

$1.97

$1.97

Ohio

4

6

10

$0.18

$904.78

75

$41.50

32

$25.51

43%

141

2.80%

7

$1.37

$26.88

Oklahoma

0

0

0

$0.00

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

N/A

0

0.00%

1

$0.15

$0.15

Oregon

3

1

4

$0.06

$581.57

23

$26.35

9

$0.91

39%

16

0.20%

13

$0.23

$1.14

Pennsylvania

10

9

19

$0.38

$4,290.00

95

$24.40

57

$22.00

60%

58

0.50%

5

$0.50

$22.50
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State

VE Study Data Number of
VE Studies

VE Recommendation Data

VE Change Proposal
Data

Total

InHouse

Consultant

Total

Cost
of VE
Studies

Estimated
Costs of
Projects
Studied

Number
of VE
Recommendations

Value of
VE Recommendations

Number of
Approved
Recommendations

Value of
Approved
Recommendations

Recommendation
Acceptance
Rate

Return
On
Investment

% of
Project
Costs
Saved

Number
of Approved
VE
Change
Proposals

Value of
Approved
VE
Change
Proposals

Total
Savings
Achieved

Puerto
Rico

1

0

1

$0.02

$22.00

3

$0.93

3

$0.93

100%

62

4.20%

0

$0.00

$0.93

Rhode
Island

0

1

1

$0.01

$46.00

6

$0.48

0

$0.00

0%

0

0.00%

4

$0.31

$0.31

South
Carolina

1

4

5

$0.18

$153.72

32

$54.53

7

$10.25

22%

56

6.70%

7

$0.91

$11.16

South
Dakota

1

0

1

$0.01

$29.00

5

$0.33

3

$0.33

60%

54

1.10%

2

$0.06

$0.38

Tennessee

1

0

1

$0.01

$65.13

16

Texas

10

0

10

$0.22

$1,315.64

82

$0.00

5

$0.00

31%

0

0.00%

5

$0.59

$0.59

$43.25

25

$9.18

30%

42

0.70%

0

$0.00

Utah

0

1

1

$0.04

$20.00

$9.18

5

$0.94

5

$0.94

100%

23

4.70%

0

$0.00

$0.94

Vermont

0

0

0

$0.00

Virginia

27

0

27

$0.34

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

N/A

0

0.00%

1

$0.00

$0.00

$407.00

86

$5.80

60

$9.90

70%

30

2.40%

12

$2.80

Washington

0

2

2

$12.70

$0.06

$123.07

21

$2.51

14

$2.22

67%

35

1.80%

14

$0.75

$2.97

West
Virginia

0

0

0

$0.00

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

N/A

0

0.00%

13

$0.81

$0.81

Wisconsin

0

Wyoming

0

4

4

$0.23

$2,300.00

24

$40.50

4

$25.00

17%

110

1.10%

31

$1.90

$26.90

0

0

$0.00

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

N/A

0

0.00%

3

$0.01

$0.01

Eastern
Federal
Lands

3

0

3

$0.08

$35.00

72

$45.00

15

$25.00

21%

313

71.40%

2

$0.23

$25.23

Central
Federal
Lands

4

0

4

$0.08

$41.10

20

$9.81

9

$3.01

45%

40

7.30%

1

$0.01

$3.03

Western
Federal
Lands

0

0

0

$0.00

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

N/A

0

0.00%

0

$0.00

$0.00

Total

159

219

378

$12.51

$32,257.45

2,950

$2,941.86

1,224

$1,006.41

41.50%

80

3.12%

341

$38.33

$1,044.74

REFERENCES
1. Overall cost is the total cost spend to own an item or a system during its life-cycle
2. George Fouch, former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (I&L)
3. Official DOD definition
4. SAVE International website
5. US Dept. of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration website
6. US Dept. of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration
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ABSTRACT
Regardless of the delivery method, promoting transparency, collaboration, developing approaches to account for risks
and allocating them fairly, are in general key to success. Some methods are more conducive to the implementation
of innovative techniques and processes than others. The approach called construction manager / general contractor
(CMGC) offers a mechanism for collaboration and transparency between owner and contractor as well as a multi-stage
process that allows for the implementation of techniques such as risk analysis.
This paper discusses the success factors behind effective project delivery and assesses CMGC delivery method in
terms of its ability in promoting these factors. The paper demonstrates that the CMGC approach with the appropriate
mechanisms of transparency and risk management is effective, allowing owners to mitigate risks before the final cost is
determined. The paper concludes with a case study that implemented new mechanisms of transparency and active risk
management within the CMGC method.
PROJECT DELIVERY METHOD SELECTION
Most public owners have a choice between traditional
project delivery and alternative project delivery. While
there is no formal process for selecting a given delivery
method, typically, the more traditional Design-Bid-Build
(DBB) delivery method is the method of choice on smaller,
shorter duration, lower risk projects where competition
and low bid are the key factors for awarding a project.
While DBB has been a reliable delivery method for the
lion’s share of projects that public agencies bid out, it is
not suitable for all projects. For larger, longer duration,
higher risk projects, owners seek a delivery method that is
better equipped to tackle the complexity and requirements
of these projects. For this type of project, alternative
delivery methods offer multiple options for procurement
and execution. Procurement relies, normally, on a bestvalue selection rather than a low bid. The best value
award allows the owner to incorporate factors that add
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value but also may add cost to the project. A best value
approach typically factors in collaboration, innovation,
risk management, and accelerated schedule as key factors
in awarding the project—not just cost.
Desired Outcomes
While selection factors of delivery methods varies from
one agency to another, one program to another, and
one project to another, typically owners desire six key
outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost control
Schedule control
Scope control/process control
Risk management
Flexibility
Partnership
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Comparison of Alternative Delivery Methods
The challenge of achieving best value from projects is intertwined with selecting the right project delivery mechanism.
In general, the three typical delivery approaches can be described as shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of Typical project delivery methods

Key Advantages

Key Disadvantages

Design-Bid-Build (DBB)
Traditional, well known delivery method
Simple procurement process
Fits project with well defined scope
Usually results in lowest initial cost
Good for simple, uncomplicated projects that are not schedule driven and not subject
to change

Linear process equals a longer schedule
Little to no control over general or subcontractor selection
No design or cost input from contractor during project design and planning and Lack
of flexibility for change
Can create adversarial relationships
Not well suited for complicated projects
Project owner assumes all the project risk

Design-Build (DB)
Single point of accountability for design and construction
Enables fast track delivery because construction begins before design is complete
Project cost defined early in the process
Good for projects where the owner can shift risk to the contractor, because the
contractor can best manage the project risk

DB controls and owns the contingency (contingency is bid as part of the lump sum, and
if risk does not occur, the owner still pays contingency)
Not suitable for small projects
Owner gives up control of the design
Change management may be expensive
Effort to develop procurement documents can be extensive and time consuming
Owner and DB often have different project goals

Construction Manager/General Contractor (CMGC)
Relatively simple procurement process
Early involvement in design and estimating is beneficial
Collaborative approach to completing the project
Guaranteed Maximum Price early in the project
CM responsible for delivery of the project on time and within budget
Enables fast track delivery; design and construction can overlap
Good for large, complex, schedule-driven projects
Owner and CMGC manage contingency jointly

May not be suited for small projects
Perception that lack of competition during project cost development results in higher
cost
Owner/owner representative must actively participate in contingency management
Owner must be an active participant in managing the project—usually requires
technical resources and skill sets that the owner does not have in-house

Table 2 Comparison of Outcomes Based on Various Delivery Methods (1)

Research
Study

Research Abstract

Delivery Method Cost Change

Schedule
Change

Warne

21 DB projects across the US with the individual project
costs greater than US$83 million

DB

4.00%

−11%

Shrestha

4 pairs of similar DBB and DB projects with the individual projects costs greater than US$100 million

DB

1.49%

11.04%

DBB

12.71%

4.34%

11 pairs of DBB and DB projects Cost of individual projects under US$20 million

DB

7.40%

−4.2%

DBB

3.60%

4.80%

21 DBB projects and 11 DB projects Cost of individual
projects under US$10 million

DB

−1.99%

−35.7%

DBB

10.64%

33.50%

12CMGC projects, Project Cost between $2 million and
$40 million

CMGC

-7% to +9%

N/A

FHWA

Gransberg

UDOT
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IMPROVING PROJECT DELIVERY THROUGHT
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
One reason why there are many delivery methods is that
owners desire flexibility to integrate new approaches
to meeting the challenges of their desired management
strategies and outcomes. Flexibility is desired because as
issues arise during design and construction, owners need
to adapt to new information.
Partnership Commitment to Achieve the Best Project
Value
The commitment is critical because it provides an
indication and a signal to the industry that the agency
seeks a collaborative process. Given uncertainties in
delivery, owners ideally should seek to create conditions
in which the owner, designer, and contractor form a team
to solve problems. In addition, these conditions would
spur a willingness to truly and effectively collaborate that
is driven by team members’ own self interest.
Transparency: Open Book Estimation
The contractor, owner, and independent estimator
can develop cost estimates in an open book process at
predetermined project milestones. Each estimate will
then reveal what is known and unknown—and focuses on
cost and schedule issues that require mitigation.
Risk Analysis and Management
Delivery methods at their core differ in risk and
performance allocation, so significant attention should
always be given to risk management. Owners have
increasingly been seeking to integrate best practices in
risk analysis and management into project delivery. Risk
analysis, normally, involves a structured method for
evaluating uncertainty in ways that provide a foundation
for better information on cost, schedule, and overall
improved project management.
Continuous Reviews and Effective Project Control
Transparency is heightened and trust is built when
you have continuous collaborative design reviews that
may involve the owner, contractor, design team, and
program manager for all specific disciplines and for each
type of work. The multidiscipline collaboration among
all the parties is essential in identifying and exploring
opportunities to improve the design that minimized risks
or produced cost savings.
Contracting and Management Options
Owners also desire contracting and management flexibility
to respond to risks as perceived by the contractor or to
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the many external and site-specific issues that arise on
projects. With flexibility, owners can establish contracting
mechanisms, project packaging strategies, or cost
estimation methods that address issues or risks that arise.
CMGC FACILITATES THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
SUCCESS FACTORS
The delivery method also needs to provide a platform
for innovation, active risk management, and iteration to
improve design, and optimize the construction cost and
schedule to achieve high quality and maximum value.
Some of the key features that CMGC provides include:
• Owner’s flexibility in controlling the procurement
process
• Flexibility to proactively react to changes in field
conditions
• Collaboration between the design and construction
disciplines
• Ability to realize contractor’s innovations
• Conducive environment to tackle risks
Partnership
One key criterion in the designer and contractor selection
in the CMGC delivery approach is to achieve the best
project value through commitment from all project
partners to fully engage in a transparent, interdisciplinary,
and collaborative process. CMGC requires each partner—
from the owner, program manager, and independent
estimator to the designer and contractor—to participate
in and contributed to the overall value of the project.
Flexibility
CMGC process creates flexibility from a contracting
standpoint because all of the parties are involved in
the decision making process. The CMGC method can
provide contracting flexibility that allows the project to
be phased or sequenced as a means to mitigate or avoid
unmanageable risk.
Risk Management
The ideal implementation of risk management is having
an iterative process throughput project development that
focuses the team on identifying, quantifying, mitigating,
and tracking risks. In a DBB delivery, there is limited
to no interaction between designer and contractor to
address risks leading to discrepancies, conflicts, and
of course change orders. In a DB delivery, risks are
rarely communicated to the contractor, risks pricing
is not transparent, and the contractor mainly realizes
any innovation after award. CMGC delivery, built on
transparency, allows for proactive risk management
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strategy that can start during the preconstruction phase
and continue throughout construction of the project.
MOUNTIAIN VIEW CORRIDOR: COMPLEMENTING
CMGC WITH EFFECTIVE DELIVERY FACTORS
HDR Engineering, Inc. (HDR) successfully supported the
Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) in delivering
the first of many projects that make up the Mountain
View Corridor. UDOT chose to use CMGC to deliver the
largest project in the corridor. HDR modified UDOT’s
standard CMGC project delivery method to include
an innovative and proactive risk management process,
active contingency budget management, open book cost
estimating, and a structured iterative preconstruction cost
development model to meet the demands and challenges
of UDOT’s largest CMGC project to date.
Project Description
The Mountain View Corridor (MVC) is a planned
freeway, transit, and trail system in western Salt Lake
County and northwestern Utah County, serving 13
municipalities in the project area (Figure 1). It will have
a phased implementation, by building infrastructure for
initial needs and gradually expanding systems over time.
This phased approach is part of the overall MVC plan to
address short term regional transportation needs while
providing a long tem solution for the future.
Figure 1 Mountain View Corridor project segments

When finished MVC will extend 35 miles from Interstate
80 in Salt Lake County to Interstate 15 (I 15) in Lehi in
Utah County. Initial construction in Salt Lake County
includes 15 miles of new roadway from 5400 South to
Redwood Road, with anticipated completion in 2012.
Initial construction in Utah County includes three miles
of roadway along 2100 North from Redwood Road to I 15,
with completion in fall 2011.
The following quantities illustrate the magnitude of
construction activities for this CMGC project:
•
•
•
•

10 highway bridges
5.5 million cubic yards of earthwork
313,000 tons of hot mix asphalt (HMA)
294,000 square yards of Portland cement concrete
(PCC) pavement
• 174,000 lineal feet of storm sewer
• 163,000 square feet of retaining wall
UDOT set the following goals for the MVC CMGC Project:
• Design and construct to budget - Utilize the CMGC
delivery method to design and construct as much of
the corridor as possible. This delivery method should
allow UDOT to adjust the scope and limits of the
project based on the funds available for design and
construction.
• Build a professional and collaborative project team
with the owner, program manager, designer and
contractor - Utilize the CMGC delivery method to
select highly qualified professional designers and
builders to form a single project team with UDOT to
deliver the project.
• Optimize the construction schedule to achieve high
quality and maximum value - Allow the contractor
the flexibility to adjust the construction schedule to
minimize project cost, minimize risk, and maximize
how much of the project can be constructed
within budget. Develop a construction schedule
that accommodates major utility relocations and
maximizes benefit to UDOT and public stakeholders.
• Provide maximum opportunity to utilize innovative
design and construction practices - Build a unified
project team and a collaborative work environment
that fosters innovation, openness, transparency, and
acceptance of change while maintaining quality and
assuring safety.
• Maintain public trust and confidence fulfill the
commitments made during the environmental
process. Establish open communication through a
proactive and engaging public information campaign.
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Site Specific Challenges
approximately $100 million, or roughly one-third of the
A number of challenges facing UDOT led to the decision to initial construction estimate. The following items represent
some of the largest cost reduction measures accomplished
use CMGC, including:
on MVC:
• Simultaneous large scale delivery – In Salt Lake Valley
• $25 million design analysis and construction
a $1.2 billion I-15 Core DB project was scheduled to be
innovation
bid and constructed at the same time.
• $12 million utility relocations
• Major utility relocations – Site conditions were
complex because two major interstate power and gas
• $6 million indirect cost attributable to schedule
transmission facilities ran longitudinally along and
compression
through the planned freeway alignment.
• $9.5 million attributable to elimination of a rail
• ROW acquisition – Similar to utilities, ROW
bridge
acquisition was not completed prior to bidding.
Figure 2: Construction cost refinement
Approximately 275 individual parcels were in conflict
with the freeway alignment at an cost of $212M.
• Greenfield project – The project required extensive
utility relocations and negotiations with neighboring
landowners.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
Transparency and Partnership
During the selection process, a key criterion for UDOT
was determining whether the contractor would willingly
participate in a transparent and collaborative process of
open book estimating and risk analysis. In the submittal,
the contractor was required to demonstrate to UDOT
its approach to estimating the project and how it would
produce and share its estimate directly with UDOT. The
contractor had to show direct and field indirect costs in
the native format of the cost estimating software that
the contractor would use on the project. The contractor’s
approach to pricing was evaluated in how well it recognizes
and addresses risks. The contractor was also required to
commit to a markup, which consisted of home office
overhead and profit. This markup was to be used throughout
the entire project.

Figure 3: Contingency Reduction and Investment

Preconstruction Phase Cost Control
The primary objective to be achieved through the
preconstruction phase of a CMGC delivered project is
a mutually agreed upon construction cost. The MVC
project used a Targeted Maximum Price (TMP) to achieve
agreement on price. UDOT chose to use a TMP in lieu
of a Guaranteed Maximum Price to provide maximum
opportunity to build as much as the roadway as it could
afford.
Construction Cost Reduction
Cost reduction is perhaps the most significant achievement
attained through the CMGC process on the MVC
project. As shown in Figure 2, the estimated risk adjusted
construction cost was reduced throughout the project by
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Contingency Funds Reduction and Reinvestment
The amount of owner controlled program contingency
decreased dramatically throughout the project’s
construction phase. As shown in Figure 3 program
contingency dropped by 16 percent, from $73 million in
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year one of construction to $61 million in year two and risk analysis, risk mitigation, and active risk management
dropped by an additional 52% from year two to year conducted throughout the project. At the end of the
three—from $61 million to $29 million.
preconstruction phase, the project team set a TMP for
construction of $246 million. Now, three years later, with
Ultimately, $43 million in contingency was reinvested in
construction substantially complete and the roadway open
expanding the corridor. One third of the funds were used
to the traveling public, the final projected construction cost
to purchase additional ROW, while the other two-thirds
is approximately $235 million.
were used to build more roadways.
The original construction contract amount was $220
million. The difference between the original contract
Cost Growth/Change Management
amount and the risk based TMP of $246 million accounted
On almost all projects today, especially high profile
for high probability/low cost impact construction risk,
infrastructure projects, a key measurement of project
quantity growth attributed to bidding plans at 60 percent
success is cost growth and change management. How
design versus final design plans, and scope modifications
much additional money was required to cover the cost
required to expand the project limits. With all of these
of quantity overruns, changed conditions, incomplete or
items accounted for today, the contract grew only by
inaccurate plans, etc.? This is especially true for the MVC
6.3%, but is still 4 percent under the risk based TMP for
project, given the amount of time and effort put into cost
construction as noted in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Project Estimates Summary

Estimate Description

Estimated Budget

Budget Date

Total Maximum Price
Original Contract Value
Final Contract Value

$246 million
$220 million
$235 million

Apr-10
Jul-10
Dec-12

Schedule Control
The MVC project was delivered on schedule. Segments
of the roadway were actually opened early to benefit
the public. One section of the roadway was opened six
months early, to provide congestion relief in one of the
local communities where roadway construction was being
completed on an arterial street crossing the corridor. The
entire CMGC process on MVC was completed in less than
four years, from UDOT obtaining funding for the project
to the roadway opening to the traveling public.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
As the MVC case study shows, when the CMGC delivery
method is enhanced with processes like active risk
management with a set of workshops and open book
estimates to promote transparency, the outcomes are

robust. In fact, the application of CMGC for the MVC
program delivery showcased how a delivery method can
be customized to meet the owner’s goals and be corrected
for its short comings. The customization provided greater
control and flexibility in contracting and decision making,
integration of risk analysis and management methods, risk
allocation opportunities, and—above all—transparency
and credibility in the cost and schedule estimation process.
Given the long term goals of the corridor, the delivery
process needed to be under the control of UDOT so
that the progress matches the funding availability. The
process, however, needed to avoid the inefficiency of
prescribed requirements, and allow for designer/contractor
innovations. At the same time, when dealing with a
Green Field project, the process required an active and
transparent risk management process to avoid hidden cost
and potential legal conflicts among stakeholders.
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ABSTRACT
The main objective to this paper is to develop intelligent designs based on Building Information Model (BIM) for roads
to support design integrity, clash detection of the different items prior to installation, optimize design, and produce
bill of quantities. Two case studies for roads design projects are presented. The designs were also used to validate the
construction sequencing to reduce the number of changes during construction and hence minimize risk associated
with the design aspects.
Significant time and cost savings can be achieved through effective and efficient production works scheduling. While
the design model serves an important purpose, constructability modeling has proven highly effective in risk reduction
because it contains all of the project details necessary to build the structure. When used to its fullest potential, each
member of the team will rely on the model throughout the construction process, making even the largest most complex
project much less risky.
INTRODUCTION
The engineering community uses three dimensional
(3D) computer aided design (CAD) programs to create
3D models of objects and components. Intelligent design
is essentially the combination of 3D model with other
data associated with 3D elements (NCHRP, 2015). For
example, 4D CAD can be defined as 3D CAD linked to
the construction schedule. The resulting 4D model of a
project allows project stakeholders to view the planned
construction of facility overtime on a computer screen and
to review the planned or actual status of a project for any
day, week, or month of interest (Fisher and Kunz, 2004).
4D modeling allows stakeholders to visualize construction
over the project duration to identify potential conflicts
in the schedule. The use of 4D models allows scheduling
personnel the ability to efficiently explore multiple
schedule alternatives and contributes to the effective
management of a project. Adding a cost component to the
process creates a 5th dimension, making a 5D model. Such
5D engineered models allow stakeholders to evaluate costs
and model cash flows for each phase of construction (1).
The model can be used to create such an intelligent design.
The concept of the model is to build a building virtually,
prior to building it physically, in order to work out
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problems, and simulate and analyze potential impacts (2).
The model is a digital representation of the physical and
functional characteristics of a facility. As such it serves
as a shared knowledge resource for information about a
facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its
life cycle from inception onward. The ultimate benefits of
intelligent models extend beyond design and construction
to the full infrastructure life cycle, including maintenance,
operations, asset management, and planning for future
projects. Once the model is built, it can be used in
perpetuity for managing roadway infrastructure and
associated elements such as lighting, signage, drainage,
and structures (3).
The transition from CAD to BIM is fundamentally the
transition from 2D drawings to 3D, intelligent models.
CAD systems have been used for years to produce drawings
and are an essential part of every design and planning
in the office. With BIM, instead of drawing 2D plans,
sections, and elevations, you build 3D virtual models that
are then used to generate plans, sections, elevations, and
construction details (4).
Giel and Issa conducted a research on the economic
feasibility of using the model (5). Results of this research
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confirmed the overall high return on investment of
modeling to an owner, suggesting that regardless of the size
and scope of a project, the implementation of modeling can
be a vital tool that results in significant cost savings for all
stakeholders. Current modeling software is used to plan,
design, construct, operate, and maintain diverse physical
infrastructure. Modeling has many benefits including (6):
• Populating a 3D model with intelligent, parametric
objects, so that each contains information such
as manufacturer, part number, size, type, gauge,
voltage, and so on.
• Collision detection and coordination
• Stage visualization and schedule modeling
• Data management for infrastructure
Modeling for infrastructure provides the opportunity for
construction managers, owners, and facility managers to
have a dynamic, reliable, organized way of maintaining
their assets. Research has demonstrated the extent to
which the use of modeling has been beneficial to vertical
construction. Horizontal construction currently remains
years behind in realizing the true value of incorporating
this tool in the construction and management of projects
(7).
PROPOSED MODELING PROCESS
Implementing a BIM process for road and highway design
starts with the creation of coordinated, reliable design
information about the project, resulting in a geo-referenced
3D model of the roadway and bridge. The elements of
the design are related to each other dynamically, not
just points, surfaces, and alignments, but a rich set of
information and the attributes associated with it.
File Management
In order to facilitate modeling and efficiency on file
management, models are to be split in a logical manner
depending on the project type, and later combined to a
single container, as shown in Table 1. To ensure accurate
coordination, all models including individual mass
models, digital terrain model (DTM), roads, as well as
other related projects were configured with the same
coordinate system to establish correct topographical
relationship as it is on the actual site.

Table 1: Model Files Breakdown
Type of File

Definition

Support File

A file that contains 2D drawings and other
references and is linked to a Revit file that contains
the model.

BIM Model
File

A file where the model is developed. This file contain
standard views that are used to produce plans,
elevations, sections and other related drawings.

Master
Model File

The main container of the combined BIM models.

Level of Development (LOD)
The Level of Development (LOD) Specification is a
reference that enables practitioners in the architecture,
engineering and construction (AEC) industry to specify
and articulate with a high level of clarity the content
and reliability of building information models at various
stages in the design and construction process. Four levels
of development were used to describe the requirements for
the model at each project phase and as depicted in Table 2.
• LOD 100 - Equivalent of conceptual design, consists
of overall building massing and outlook of design.
• LOD 200 - Similar to schematic design, consist of
generalized systems or assemblies with approximate
quantities, size, shape, location and orientation.
• LOD 300 - Elements are suitable for the generation
of traditional construction documents and tender
drawings.
• LOD 400 - Considered suitable for fabrication and
assembly. The MEA for this LOD is most likely to
be the trade contractor or fabricator as it is usually
outside the scope of the architect's or engineer's
services.
• LOD 500 - The final level of development represents
the project as it has been constructed - the as-built
conditions. The model is suitable for maintenance
and operations of the facility.
LOD 100 will have the least amount of development
whereas LOD 500 represents the as built condition of the
building.
Topography
The project requires two terrain models, the existing terrain,
which includes the project site and the surrounding area;
and the proposed terrain of the project site. Creation of the
digital terrain model (DTM) included two components,
the surface model and satellite images. A surface model
can be created using the available topographic contours
maps, this will typically create a mesh looking image that
defines the 3D geometry of the site. Then, to make the
DTM more realistic, satellite images were superimposed
on the 3D surface creating a realistic earth surface.
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Table 2: Level of Development

Figure 1: Coordination Workflow

CASE STUDY ONE: STEEL BRIDGE AND ON & OFF
RAMPS
The primary focus of this case study was a new steel bridge
and it’s associated on and off ramps. The BIM model
was used to capture in the early phase for any design
discrepancies, clashes so as to mitigate constructability
issues in the later stage. Scope of the modeling work
includes bridge birder, foundation, piers, abutments,
retaining walls, approach ramp, traffic safety barriers,
lighting poles, and the decorative alloy bars/cables.

Coordination Workflow
Figure 1 shows how coordination works were performed.
After all the models (roads, bridges, mass buildings, and
DTM) were created, they were combined to perform the
necessary analysis required including the following.
• Design review and coordination process in order to
optimise design using the model
• To use the model for clash detection of the different
systems prior to installation and to reduce the number
of changes during construction
• Constructability analysis and construction simulation
• To produce construction drawings from the
coordinated model
• Maintenance plan and facility management
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Figure 2 presents sample of the model components of this
study case. The scope of modeling could be broken down
in the following tasks:
•
•
•
•

Design intent drawing integrity
4D construction simulation
Traffic flow visualization
Visual analysis, existing versus proposed including
lighting simulation
• Quantity takeoffs and cost estimation
Figure 2: Case 1 Model Components
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The following list of files and documents were used in
creation of the model

Figure 3: Model Visualization of Study Case 1

• Existing topography drawings with spots and terrain
contour levels
• Master plan of the plot division/development
• Cross sections of the proposal and existing road
• Typical cross sections and cross sections of widening
road, connection road
• Road profiles with annotations and dimensions
• Master schedule of construction sequence
• Existing building mass along the proposed
development
• Other data sources used are from Google Earth and
Bing Maps to capture latest available satellite images
of the site.
Figure 3 presents model visualization for the existing site,
and proposed bridge project during the morning and at
night. This helped the project owner understand how the
project will look like when it is erected and will help on
any decision making. In addition, 4D simulation for the
construction activities was created to study if the planned
master schedule will work and to discover if there would
be any possible conflicts on the erection of the bridge on
site such as mobilization of the materials as well as traffic
diversions. To assess the feasibility and practicality of the
project by knowing the expected cost of the project by
extracting quantities from the model and factor it against
material price available in the market.
CASE STUDY TWO: DESIGN STUDY OF ROADS OF A
NEW DEVELOPMENT
The scope of this study case covers creating a model based
on the proposed 2D conceptual drawings. Included in
the modeling are massing model of the building, internal
roads, pedestrian walkway, the site access roads and the
digital terrain model (DTM) of the proposed development
site and nearby surrounding areas. With the model, the
most effective, efficient and equitable land use and zoning
can be defined and fully integrated in the design of the
development. These can be done after creating the model
in order to assess the design, location and correlation of
the different zones with regards to zoning regulations
and standards. Also the consideration of efficient energy
planning that is, planning the placement of elements in
the design, such as open spaces, structures and buildings,
as well as community facilities, to make to most efficient
use of energy.

The scope of work for BIM primarily focused on the
internal and access routes to a new development site
located in a mountains area. The model was used for
constructability studies of the access road and mobility
plan of the proposed hilltop development. The proposed
design includes five access routes to this development. The
scope of modeling could be broken down in the following
tasks:
• Feasible design alternatives for access roads
• Design intent drawing integrity (discrepancies on
drawings)
• Development of road profiles to study proposed site
grading showing cut and fill regions and interfacing
to the existing terrain.
• Relationship between proposed road levels and
building foundation levels
The following list of files and documents were used in
creation of the model
• Existing topography drawings with spots and terrain
contour levels
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•
•
•
•

Master plan of the plot
Division/development
Building outline / footprint
Access road / road profiles with annotations and
dimensions.
• Lot data of the buildings.
• With indication of floor to floor height and platform/
foundation level for each type of the development
• Other data sources used are from Google Earth and
Bing Maps to capture latest available satellite images
of the site
Stakeholders can easily understand that proposed
embankments are not feasible because of the high land
acquisition needed as the model visualization. There were
five (5) access roads going to the site, some of the access
road designs were found critical due to the mountainous
site. Using the model, access roads designed for the
development are assessed and studied considering slope
requirements and other standards.
The road profile view is the standard approach for
displaying vertical alignments for roads, drainage, and
other attributes that span the length of a road. With BIM,
all objects in relation to the proposed roads, can be viewed
on the road profile. Fig 5 presents advanced road profiles
including the proposed buildings automatically created
from the developed model.

CONCLUSIONS
Advances in computer technology are facilitating the
increased use of three dimensional and four dimensional
tools in highway design. Although not for every project,
these tools will become more important in the next
century as design projects become more complex and
public involvement and acceptance become even more
important. This paper presented the development of
intelligent designs based on modeling. The developed
models can be used to support design review, coordination
process, and optimize design using the model. The models
can be also used for clash detection of the different systems
prior to installation and hence to reduce the number of
changes during construction. The model can be easily and
efficiently used to produce construction drawings from
the coordinated model.
Intelligent design is considered a fundamental step for
the future. Roads of the future will be Internet of Things
highways full of sensors, robots and connected cars, which
is a turning point in the history of road building (8). The
craft is about to be transformed by the digital revolution.
Roads, bridges and tunnels will join the Internet of Things
(IoT). In the future, road surfaces will supply electric cars
with inductive charging. In cold weather, heating elements
will prevent roads from freezing. The use of self healing
materials and nanotechnology will help keep roads in
good condition. Road structures will automatically alert
engineers to developing faults. And robots will be deployed
to inspect bridges and carry out maintenance.
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ABSTRACT
New innovations in Virtual Design and Construction modeling, that uses 3D aspects allows for better use of data. VDC
offers benefits for clients, engineers and contractors. Recently the growth of VDC has been seen in many countries and
the Nordic Countries seem to be advancing the cause in road, rail and municipal applications. This paper is derived from
practical results from actual projects and a special study conducted by the Norwegian National Road Administration.
The purpose of the paper is to present quantitative and qualitative benefits of using VDC modeling from the Nordic
Countries and share the benefits from case studies. A common and open data standard is an essential framework
and vital for the integration of various types of civil engineering information. The results using VDC modeling show
improvement in collaboration, identification of design conflicts, and ability to use the VDC model for optimizing
construction, maintenance and operations processes.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual Design and Construction (VDC) is Civil
Integrated Management (CIM). VDC is basically the
Building Information Model (BIM) being applied to civil
engineering applications, such as, roads, rail, airports and
municipal technical networks. New technologies based
upon Geographic Information System (GIS) are being
used in civil engineering projects and being modeled in
a three dimensional (3D) environment. This is a great
improvement over two-dimensional (2D) drawings. 3D
designs also have other benefits that will be addressed in
this paper.
The use of VDC is increasing in many countries and public
clients are a large beneficiary of this recent technology.
VDC modeling can be initiated as early in the conceptual
planning phases as possible, but more importantly, it can
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be used throughout the life cycle of a project. This means
the data can be used for planning, design engineering,
construction, project delivery, and for future maintenance
or asset management. This can benefit the client throughout
the life cycle by allowing better collaboration, designs,
quality and savings during the construction phase.
Once the VDC model is built, contractors can use the
existing model for their Automated Machine Guidance
(AMG), stakeout data, create as-built drawings, scheduling
(4D) and costs (5D). This results in savings because the data
may be used for automated processes, better information
accessibility and for future maintenance practices. There
are other potential benefits that have not been fully
adapted such as using the model for augmented reality.
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The paper will be providing examples from real life
projects that have used the VDC model and provide some
quantitative and qualitative findings. The paper is intended
to summarize results from projects, discuss VDC benefits
and discuss findings from a study in Norway. It is intended
to demonstrate the potential of VDC and hopefully create
interest for various stakeholders.
BACKGROUND
Virtual Design and Construction (VDC) is an emerging
technology that has its roots from the Building Information
Model (BIM). Over the past years VDC is being applied to
what is commonly called the horizontal construction or
infrastructure markets. VDC also provides tools for better
communication and coordination, resulting in more
productive infrastructure projects. VDC allows digital
prototypes to be built, communicate design intents to key
stakeholders, avoid conflicts early in the design process
and produce better design quality.
Several countries are already using VDC in one form or
another and some have followed the global movement
from traditional 2D practices towards the collaborative
phase, with a vision to become more integrated. Figure
1 shows an example of the progression from traditional
practices towards this new paradigm. This can be seen as an
international phenomenon. Many engineers understand
the benefit of collaborating and potential to improve the
design engineering process. Creating the VDC model in
a 3D environment has many benefits and the data can be
accessed quicker and through virtual means.
Figure 1: Industry changing towards collaboration and
integration

begin construction by using the model to prepare the
earthworks via Automated Machine Guidance (AMG)
from the LandXML output. Via LandXML the different
elements can be divided for the AMG, and the equipment
and technologies are available today. Even the quality of
the construction is better as the accuracy is much better
from digital data versus human judgement.
The other possibilities during the construction phase are
the ability to use the model for 4D (scheduling) and 5D
(costs). If the model is built, the contractor can schedule
the processes and have the ability to simulate different
phasing to the project for an efficient process. Also, the
costs calculations can be added to the scheduling process
and easily estimated the payment cycles that are aligned to
the actual construction process.
The overall result of using VDC is less cost during the
construction phase because of the efficiency gains;
productivity improvements and the contractors can
rely on good quality designs to drive the contractor’s
processes. Figure 2 shows the savings are achieved during
the construction phase despite increased costs for early
adoption of the model and learning/training from the
early development. Subsequently, future projects will be
easier to streamline after the learning curve.
Figure 2: VDC savings are usually realized during construction

BENEFITS & CHALLENGES OF VDC
VDC offers different benefits for different parties. The
Clients, engineers and contractors are typically the main
beneficiaries. Also, the project delivery method selected
for the project has an effect to the benefits realized by the
various parties.

VDC does not end at the design phase and can be used
during the project construction, providing the model
is built from all its intended components. The intent is
to build an integrated model of the proposed project
(consisting of terrain, structures, utilities and all assets),
which can be used throughout the lifecycle. Often, clients
are only using 3D for visualization and marketing the
project and miss the benefits of completing the model.
Once the complete model is built, the contractors can

Savings to Clients
The main benefit for clients and owners is the savings
potential. The client benefits by early capture of design
conflicts, better design quality and collaboration, and
the use of the data during the construction phase.
Design conflicts can be significantly reduced during the
early design phases by the use of clash detection in a 3D
environment. Most design errors can be avoided, which
may lead to fewer change orders during the construction
phase.
The contractor can use the model for AMG and use the
model for the 4D and 5D. This can reduce construction
costs significantly and provide savings to the client and
contractor.
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Increased Productivity and Quality
During the preconstruction phases, it is possible to conduct
various types of analysis, performance exercises, and add
value to the design by simulating different alternatives
and options, or so called what-if scenarios. Also, life cycle
costing and environmental considerations can be done,
which increases the quality of the design.
During the construction phase the result is shorter project
durations, efficient processing and the accuracy of cost
estimations. As a result productivity is increased and costs
are reduced via this efficient means.
Better Management
Easier visualization helps customers understand design
alternatives. Data can be exploited during the entire
project lifecycle to facilitate the management process. VDC
supports collaboration in project delivery throughout
all project phases and the client is provided with a
comprehensive understanding of the project’s nature and
needs.
Construction management and project management
during construction, operations, and maintenance phases
are more efficient when there is collaboration throughout
the lifecycle. Since the data is already in the 3D model,
management is simpler since the all the information is
available.
Interoperability
There are many data modelling technologies and
interoperability development projects completed and
it appears that Finland and Norway are some the
unique progressive countries leading the way forward.
Interoperability requires that data transfer standards are
able to interchange between data systems. In Finland,
there is data transfer standard for infrastructure projects
called Inframodel, which defines how data is transferred
between design systems, and from design to construction.
The bidders can download the initial data model and
clients can send offers using open data formats.
The main issue is that data can shared interoperably by
common data transfer standards and is more advantageous
if the client leads the charge and becomes the driver of
VDC applications.
Lifecycle Approach
Often maintenance and operations over the lifecycle has
been neglected for many reasons and probably because
of the culture and systems already imposed. The model
offers better data management during operations and
maintenance phases so that the all the information is
already available in the model to apply the maintenance
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strategy and plan processes accordingly. Typically after
construction, the handover of data information is not
readily available for the maintenance personnel.
This is presently being researched and using the model
for asset management is underway in some countries. It
is still in the early processes and under development, but
it can be seen as added-value feature for further benefits
especially for clients.
CHALLENGES OF VDC
Not only are there benefits for modeling, but also there
can be some significant barriers and challenges to the
adaptation. One significant challenge is changing the client
organization to change from traditional processes to a
model and a 3D approach. Changing the existing processes
to a common understanding of modeling is a significant
issue to be overcome. Presently, there may not be support
for common modelling practices and their instructions
are inadequate to implement immediately. There is more
resistance among clients and owners, as opposed to the
experience among designers and contractors.
Organizational challenges
Organizational challenges are very common issues and
the so-called ‘stove-piped’ organizational processes
are difficult to overcome. Some common complaints
from internal organizations include the approval and
agreement procedures for VDC models, the lack of
coordinator throughout the entire project, managing the
data, legal implications, the lack of information regarding
the requirements for VDC as a common process, and
procurement methods centered on document based
processes and practices.
Resistance to Change
Resistance to change is also a challenge as many are used
to doing things in the same way as previously and are not
comfortable with change. This can be seen as a personal
barrier as new technologies are emerging and that new
systems and processes need to be changed and potentially
threatens comfortable positions and may require new
thinking. It is also possible that the management is not
committed to change of procedures or desires a slow
and deliberate testing nature. Most professional skilled
employees are used to traditional processes and might
not be aware of the new VDC way of doing infrastructure
projects.
Interoperability, ICT and Training Issues
Interoperability, Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) and training issues are other obstacles
that need to be overcome. Several issues may include
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formatting and common rules and standards, common
modeling guidelines, interoperability problems between
different types of assets, lack of resources and finances to
develop into the VDC paradigm, and additional training to
become proficient in modeling. There may be a perception
that visualization and 3D modeling are difficult to use and
are cumbersome.
Another important challenge to overcome is the use
of existing tools and design software. Many have been
trained in using existing software systems for many years
and adding new tools might be perceived as additional
expenses and the use of unknown tools.
Training will be required in any new environment, but
there are new tools that are relatively easy to use and adapt.
RESULTS & CASE STUDIES
The Norwegian Public Road Administration (NPRA) has
evaluated the results between projects using the VDC
model and those that using traditional practices. The
results are very interesting and are shown in Figure 3.

unknown reason has great deal of change orders using
traditional practices versus those from other countries.
However, the most important finding is that there are 2.5
times fewer change orders when using the model.
Case Study Norway RV 150 Ring Road 3, Ulven–Sinsen
The case study of Norway’s RV 150 Ring Road 3, from
Ulven to Sinsen is a good example of significant benefits
to the NPRA. On this test case study the project was split
into two parts, with the first part using the traditional
practices and the second part used the model. Some of the
significant findings from this project are as follows:
• Part 1→About 250 out of 600 changes were caused by
design conflicts
• Average costs per design conflict/changes were
calculated at $9600
• Part 2 → There were essentially no design/conflicts
on this section
• Potential savings of $2.4 million
Figure 4: Norway’s RV 150 Ring Road

Source: Norwegian Public Road Administration
Figure 3: Norwegian Public Road Administration’s benefits
from less change orders

Case Study Norway 31774 Gjønnes Rail Station
The case study of Norway’s 31774 Gjønnes Rail Station
is an example of a rail station that was built in Gjønnes,
Norway. Figure 5 shows a picture of the Norway 31774
Gjønnes Rail Station. On this test case study the project
shows significant findings from this project are as follows:

Figure 3 shows the results of six projects, with four using
the VDC/BIM (Building Information Model) and two
using the traditional processes. The results indicate that
the percent of change orders decreased from an average of
18.5% to 7.5%, when using the model. This is a significant
reduction in change orders that can be achieved by using
the model. It is important to notice that Norway for some

• Total of 350 design conflicts were found
• Approximately 50% of conflicts would not have been
detected without VDC
• NPRA estimated a potential savings of $1.7 million
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Figure 5: Norway’s 31774 Gjønnes Rail Station

• Lifecycle Management (Design, Construction,
Maintenance & Operations)
Figure 6: Finland’s West Metro Rail Extension

Case Study Finland Ring-I Mestari Tunnel
The case study of Finland’s Ring-I Mestari tunnel, is
located in Espoo, Finland is a good example of other
benefits using the model. Some of the significant findings
from this project are as follows:
• VDC model for simulating traffic guidance and
safety
• Sequence planning
• Virtual training and testing for fire fighters
• Traffic camera placement
• Daylight/Sunlight protection
• Major time savings in completing project (delivery 3
months early)
• Overall project one year earlier
• 2010 award for the infrastructure construction of the
year
Case Study Finland West Metro Rail Extension
The case study of Finland’s West Metro Rail Extension
is located from Helsinki to Espoo, Finland and is an
example of a large city infrastructure project that is fully
committed to using the model. Figure 6 shows a picture
of a station in Finland’s West Metro Rail Extension. This
means that the model will be used for the maintenance
and operations portion too. Some of the present benefits of
using the model for this project are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A fully combined data model
GIS (GML: surroundings)
CIM (LandXML: subway)
VDC (IFC: structures, MEP)
Target in maintenance:
As-built model
Maintenance planning and operations in 5D
Digital service manual and 3D model & mobile
augmented reality
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CONCLUSIONS
The use of VDC modeling in the Nordic countries has
resulted in savings, better collaboration, ability to create
one model for the entire project, reducing design conflicts,
ability to use the model for contractor’s AMG, 4D & 5D,
and that the model can be used throughout the lifecycle.
VDC has also shown value added benefits like training,
simulation, value engineering and various visualization
applications.
The use of VDC has challenges to overcome such as
changing the internal organizations processes, structure
and resistance to change. The new paradigm from 2D to
3D and VDC modeling is seen as a potential tool for future
infrastructure projects and is having similar development
issues as with the Building Information Model (BIM) in
the buildings technology area.
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with a design solution, which will ensure rational highway aliment through difficult terrain conditions.
This is achieved by a harmonious relationship between the construction cost of a highway and the economic benefits,
taking into account the low traffic on route. For case example three different design solutions are created, on particular
section in Republic of Montenegro. Comparison of alternatives is made according to the following parameters:
•
•
•
•

Capacity and Level Of Service (LOS)
Traffic safety
Construction costs
Vehicle operating costs

INTRODUCTION
The analysis is conducted on a case example of the project
that refers to the Belgrade South Adriatic motorway route,
as a part of the European motorway route E-763. The
planned highway is a connection between the capital of
Serbia - Belgrade, the capitol of Montenegro - Podgorica
and the Port of Bar on the Adriatic Sea.
The planned motorway, on the territory of Montenegro
goes through very difficult terrain. The extremely difficult
terrain conditions are analyzed in this paper, i.e. the
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designed motorway section from Podgorica (Smokovac)
to Matesevo (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Motorway section from Podgorica to Matesevo on
mountain terrain (Source: Google)

Cross-section profile
°° Shoulder width
°° Curb line width

2 x 1.50m
2 x 0.35m

°° Emergency lane width
°° Width of dividing line between the
driving and the emergency lane
°° Width of traffic lanes
°° Separating median width
°° Total

2 x 2,50m
2 x 0.20m
4 x 3.50m
1 x 4.00m
27.10m

Construction cost = 481,245 million Euro
According to the Preliminary Design (1) the motorway
from Podgorica to the Matesevo, is designed for speeds of
100 kph. The designed length of the motorway is 40.968
km.
Extremely difficult ground conditions caused that the
total length of 40.968 km having:
• 16 tunnels with the total length 18,365 km, 44.81% of
total motorway length
• 19 bridges with the total length 6,249 km, 15.25% of
total motorway length
• Alignment on the ground 16,372 km, 39.94% of total
motorway length
The preliminary estimated construction cost of the
project, for this section of the motorway is: 481,245,023 €
or 11,741,693 € per km.
Predicted high construction cost of the motorway from
the Podgorica to Mateševo, together with the predicted
average annual daily traffic (AADT) of 11,000 vehicles per
day (vpd) in 2035 shown in Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)
that such a large investment in motorway construction
does not have sufficient economic justification from the
socioeconomic and from the financial point of view.
The discrepancy between the high construction cost of
the motorway and expected traffic on it demand a rational
design solution, which will, with lower construction costs,
have satisfied the LOS for the expected traffic and achieve
acceptable economic feasibility of investment.
Going for this aim, in addition to the Preliminary Design
for the section of the motorway Podgorica - Mateševo, two
more rational solutions has imposed, including:

Main characteristics for design solution for motorway,
design speed of 80 kph
Cross-section profile
°° Shoulder width
°° Curb line width

2 x 1.50m
2 x 0.35m

°° Emergency lane width
°° Width of dividing line between the
driving and the emergency lane
°° Width of traffic lanes
°° Separating median width
°° Total

2 x 2,50m
2 x 0.20m
4 x 3.50m
1 x 4.00m
27.10m

Construction cost = 332,269 million Euro
Main characteristics for design solution for Express road,
for design speed of 80 kph
Cross-section profile
°° Shoulder width
°° Curb line width
°° Width of traffic lanes
°° Curb line width
°° Separating median width
°° Total

2 x 1.20m
2 x 0.35m
4 x 3.50m
2 x 0.35m
1 x 3.00m
20.80m

Construction cost = 287,906 million Euro
Comparative overview of basic information on design
solutions

• Motorway for design speed of 80 kph
• Express road for design speed of 80 kph
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROJECT
SOLUTIONS
Main characteristics for design solution from the
Preliminary design for motorway, design speed of 100 kph
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Table 1: Basic data about design solutions

Basic information about design solutions

Table 2: Technical data for each design solution

Design solution
Motorway
speed of
100 kph

Motorway Express road
speeds of speed of
80 kph
80 kph

Design solutions

N=
Lane
number of
width
lanes in one (m)
direction

Dist.
lateral
clearance
(m)

Max.
gradient
(%)

Terrain

Total length

(km)
(%)

40.986
100%

41.450
100%

43,000
100%

Motorway, for SD =
100 (kph)

2

3.5

> 1.75

5

Mountain

Tunnel length

(km)
(%)

18,365
44.81%

9.4
22.68%

7.67
17.80

Motorway, for SD =
80 (kph)

2

3.5

> 1.75

6

Mountain

Bridge length

(km)
(%)

6,249
15.25%

28.63
69.10%

3.12
7.26%

2

3.5

1.25

6

Mountain

Length of alignment
on the ground

(km)
(%)

16,372
39.94%

28.63
69.10

32.21
74.94%

Express road, for SD =
80 (kph)

27.1

27.1

20.8

332.269

287.906

The cross-section profile (m)

Construction costs (10 6 EUR) 481.245

PARAMETERS FOR COMPARISON OF DESIGN
SOLUTIONS
The comparison of alternative solutions was done
according to the following key parameters:
•
•
•
•

Capacity and Level Of Service
Traffic safety
Construction costs
Relative ratio of the vehicles operation cost (VOC)

ANALYSES OF PARAMETERS FOR COMPARISON OF
DESIGN SOLUTIONS
Analysis of Capacity and Level of Service
Input data of the forecasted traffic up the 2035
• Volume of forecasted traffic flow in the 2035 year
AADT = 11,000 (vpd in both directions)
• The composition of forecasted traffic flow
Total

PC

BUS

LT

MT

HT

AV

100%

79%

5%

1.0%

4.0%

5.5%

5.5%

• Design hour flow volume of vehicles in one direction

=
vd

AADT K × D
=
; K 0,=
2; D 0, 6;=
PHF 0,8
PHF

vd = 1650(vph);
Technical inputs on design solutions

Calculation of the capacity
Calculation of capacity is done using literature [2], [3] and
it is presented below
C=C o×N×FLC×FHV (vph per diresction)
FHV=Heavy vehicle factor
FHV= 1⁄(1+PT )×(ET-1) ;
PT=21 % (% of trucks and buses in traffic)
ET=4,5 (HCM-2000,tab.23-8)
Table 3: Capacity analyses
Design
solution

Co
(vphpl)

N=
number
of lanes
in one
direction

Reduction
factors

Capacity

FLC

FHV

C ( vphpd)

Motorway, for
SD = 100 (kph)

2 250

2

1,00

0,576

2590

1.00

Motorway, for
SD = 80 (kph)

2 250

2

1,00

0,576

2590

1.00

Express road,
for SD = 80
(kph)

2 250

2

0,94

0,576

2440

0.942

The Level Of Service
Determination of level of service is done using literature
(2), (3) is presented below.
Table 4: Level of Service analyses
Design solution

Relation
volume/
capacity

The level of
service in the
2035

The ratio of
best/other
alternatives

Motorway, for
SD = 100 (kph)

0.637

B-C

1.000

Motorway, for
SD = 80 (kph)

0.637

C

0,833

C-D

0,714

Express road,
0.676
for SD = 80 (kph)
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The ratio of
best/other
alternatives
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Analysis of traffic safety
For a comparison of design solutions in terms of road
safety the number of traffic accidents (TA) per kilometer
per year is adopted as a key parameter.
For calculation of expected number of accidents per
design solutions with respect to the expected traffic flow
in the 2035th year, the following empirical equations [4],
[5] are used:

COMPARISON OF PROJECT SOLUTIONS
For a comparison of design solutions SAW multi criteria
method is used. The highest rank a design solution is the
one that meets the following criteria:

NER={[A+B×(AADT)-C×(W)-D×(S)]×F4×FM}⁄(1,609

• Maximum capacity and level of service (According
to this criterion the rank is a ≈ b, c)
• Minimum number of traffic accidents (According to
this criterion the rank is a = b, c)
• Minimum construction cost (According to this
criterion the rank is c, b, a)
• Minimum vehicle operating costs (According to this
criterion the rank is b, a, c)
The final rank of design solution according to Performance
index after applying SAW method is:

(TA perkm per year)

1. Motorway for design speed of 80 kph

For motorways sections
NMW={[A+B×(AADT)-C×(W)-D×(S)]×FMW}⁄(1,609
(TA perkm per year)

(1)

For express road sections
(2)

Table 5: Analysis of the number of traffic accidents
Design solution

Number of accidents The ratio of best/
per 1 km per year
other alternatives

Motorway, for SD = 100 (kph)

0.53

1.00

Motorway, for SD = 80 (kph)

0.53

1.00

Express road, for SD = 80 (kph)

0.60

0.88

2. Motorway for design speed of 100 kph
3. Express road design for design speed of 80 kph
Experience from this analysis could lead to wider usage
in similar cases by using principles of maintaining high
level of service for road users and in same time decreasing
technical road standards that will lead to decrease of
construction costs.

Analysis of Construction costs
Based on the available project documentation costs for the
implementation of design solutions i.e. construction costs
are presented in Table 6.
Table 6: Construction costs
Design solution

Construction costs The ratio of best/
(106 EUR)
other alternatives

Motorway, for SD = 100 (kph)

481.245

0.60

Motorway, for SD = 80 (kph)

332.269

0.87

Express road, for SD = 80 (kph) 287.906

1.00

Analysis of the vehicles operation costs
The relative ratio of vehicle operating costs (VOC), is
determined using literature (5), (7), (8) and the relative
ratio of VOC is based not only on unit VOC but also on
the length of project options.
Table 7: Analysis of the relative ratio of vehicle operating costs
Design solution

Length (km)

The ratio of best/
other alternatives

Motorway, for SD = 100 (kph)

40.986

0.99

Motorway, for SD = 80 (kph)

41.450

1.00

Express road, for SD = 80 (kph) 43,000

0.97
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he INTERNATIONAL ROAD FEDERATION is a full-service
membership organization founded in Washington, D.C. in 1948. The
IRF is a non-governmental, not-for-profit organization with the mission
to encourage and promote development and maintenance of better, safer
and more sustainable roads and road networks around the world. Working together
with its members and associates, the IRF promotes social and economic benefits
that flow from well-planned and environmentally sound road transport networks
and advocates for technological solutions and management practices that provide
maximum economic and social returns from national road investments.

“Better Roads. Better World.”

